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Abstract. The objective of this paper is to present an analytical solution for the dynamic response 
of curved rail. The detailed solution was derived for the out-of-plane vibration response of 
periodically supported curved Timoshenko beam subjected to moving loads. The accuracy of the 
solution was validated based on the results from previous study. Furthermore, the train/track 
interaction model was introduced into this solution to calculate the rail dynamic response in 
Beijing metro. The results presented herein indicated that the solution provided accurate results in 
comparison with both the result from previous study and the measurement data collected from 
Beijing metro and it can be used to derive the dynamic response for similar situations. 
Keywords: analytical solution, dynamic response, out-of-plane curved beam, moving loads. 
1. Introduction 
Rail corrugation, which is found to be very common for curved rails, is becoming an 
international issue for the railway industry worldwide. In order to investigate the rail corrugation 
due to the train/track dynamic interaction that was found in Beijing metro, the solution for the 
dynamic responses of curved rail under moving train loads is needed. In order to focus on the 
dynamic behavior of track structure, the rail was simplified as a periodically supported 
Timoshenko beam along horizontally curve, while other external factors, such as the super 
elevation and the wheel/rail contact condition were not considered in this paper. 
Previously, some researchers have been conducted for the out-of-plane vibration of 
horizontally curved beams. Rao (1971) developed the governing differential equations of motion 
for the vibration of circular rings based on Hamilton’s principle [1]. Kirkhope (1976), Silva and 
Urgueira (1988) calculated the nature frequency of out-of-plane curved beams according to 
Dynamic Reciprocity Theorem [2, 3]. Wang T. M., (1980) also calculated the nature frequency 
for out-of-plane vibrations of continuous curves beams [4]. Kawakami M. (1995) has investigated 
both the in-plane and out-of-plane free vibrations of curved beams with variable sections [5].  
Yang Y. B. (2001) derived an analytic solution for a horizontal curved simple supported beam 
subjected to vertical and horizontal moving loads [6]. However, the dynamic response of 
periodically supported curved Timoshenko beam subjected to moving loads has rarely been 
studied. 
In comparison with the approaches mentioned above, the objective of this paper is to present 
a solution for the out-of-plane dynamic response of curved rail, which can be simplified as 
periodically supported curved Timoshenko beam under moving trains load. 
In this paper, the general dynamic response of rail induced by moving load along curved path 
on an elastic semi-infinite space is obtained based on Duhamel Integral and Dynamic Reciprocity 
Theorem. Regarding periodic track structure, the general dynamic response equation in the 
frequency domain is simplified in a form of summation within the track sleeper period instead of 
integral. The transfer function of the curved beam is solved using the transfer matrix approach. 
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2. Dynamic response of curved beam subjected to moving loads (CBSML) 
2.1. Moving load in the semi-infinite space 
In the elastic semi-infinite space, as shown in Fig. 1, the vertical load () moves along a 
curved path with the radius of , the initial position of , and the angular speed of . The vertical 
dynamic displacement of receiver 	 at time-domain can be obtained based on Duhamel integral 
(Jia Y. X., 2009) [7]: 

(	, ) =  ()ℎ(	, (),  − )


, (1)
where, 
(	, ) is the vertical vibration displacement of receiver 	, and right hand side of Eq. (1) 
represents the convolution integral of the time history of the moving load () and the vertical 
transfer function ℎ(	, (),  − ) between the time-dependent load position () and receiver 	. 
Note that,  −  < 0, ℎ(	, (),  − ) ≡ 0. 
After transforming the time   to the circular frequency  , using the Dynamic Reciprocal 
Theorem and the Forward Fourier Transform, the response displacement in the frequency domain 
can be expressed as: 

(	, ) =  ()ℎ( + , 	, )


exp(−!), (2)
where, 
 
ℎ( + , 	, ) = " ℎ( + , 	,  − )exp(−!( − ))  is the transfer function 
in the frequency domain. And the superscript “^” is used to indicate the expression in the 
frequency domain, similarly hereinafter. 
  
Fig. 1. Semi-infinite space subjected to moving load Fig. 2. Curved track subjected to moving load 
2.2. Moving load on track structure 
Since the curved track is symmetric, as shown in Fig. 2, only half of the curved track was 
considered during analysis. The curved track was subdivided into a number of track cells with the 
length of $%&& , which is the space between sleepers. A vertical load () traversed on the track 
structure, with the angle speed of . 
According to the relativity of motion, the load moved forward passing over one cell, 
equivalents to the load itself does not move, while the observation point moves in the opposite 
direction passing over a cell. Thus, the dynamic response in frequency domain can be simplified 
in a form of summation with the track sleeper spacing instead of integral, by converting the 
moving of the load on the rail to the moving of pick-up point by a specific sleeper spacing, which 
has been proved by the Floquet Transformation (Jia Y. X., 2009) [7]. 
At time stamp  , the load position in the global coordinate system can be expressed as: 
 =  + , where,  is the initial position of the load. 
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Fig. 3. Local coordinate system 
The local coordinate system ' is set up in track basic cell, as shown in Fig. 3. The relationship 
between the global coordinate system and the local coordinate system can be expressed as follows: 
' =  − ()$%&& ,			'*  *  (*$%&& ,			'    ($%&& ,	
where, “~” is used to indicate the expression of the local coordinate system here and throughout 
this paper, (), (*, ( are the numbers of basic track cells $%&&  between the origin and the load 
position , between the origin and the pick-up point 	, between the origin and the initial load 
position  in the global coordinates, respectively. Thus, the following equation can be developed: 
      ̃  ()  ($%&& ,	 (3)
̃  '  ' .	 (4)
According to Eq. (4), when the load moved by one sleeper spacing on the track, the vibration 
response at receiver 	 can be expressed as: 

	, ω)/011      , 	, exp!
 2  3̃  ()  ($%&& 4
)/011$

  ̃  ()  ($%&& , 	,  
							∗ exp 6! 3̃  ()  ($%&& 47 ̃.	
(5)
In fact, () will change when a sleeper spacing was passed over. However, since the curve is 
not infinitely long and the angle of the curve is 8, () would change from ( to (  8 $%&&⁄ . 
Appling Eq. (4), the expression of the time can be transformed to the expression of space, 
which can be expressed as: 

	,   : 12  3<
'  '=  ()  ($%&& 4
)>?)/011
)>?
<'  ()$%&& , 	, =
@?)A )/011⁄
@BC@?
 
							∗ DE F! 3<'  '=  ()  ($%&& 4G '.	
(6)
Eq. (6) is the dynamic response of the track structure under vertical moving load in the 
frequency domain. 
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2.3. Transfer function of curved track 
As proved in previous research (Jia Y. X., 2009) [7], the transfer function  
ℎ(', '*  ()H  ()$%&& ,  can be solved as the product of the state variables I',  at the 
load excitation point and the transfer function of the periodically supported beam, that can be 
divided into several basic track cells $%&& . Besides that, the transfer function of basic track cell $%&&  can also be solved as the product of the transfer function of the curved beam and the support 
under the curved beam, using transfer matrix approach (Sun J. P., 2009) [8] as described below. 
2.3.1. The transfer matrix of the curved beam  
The curved track is simulated as periodically supported horizontal curved Timoshenko beam. 
The support under rail is modeled as mass-spring-damper element. For an infinitesimal element 
of curved beam as shown in Fig. 4, with the length measured along the neutral axis of the curved 
beam denoted as J, the D-, K- and L- axes are defined as tangential directions, radial and transverse 
direction, respectively and the origin of the coordinates moves along the neutral axis of the beam. 
In addition, 
 is transverse deflection, M is the slope due to pure bending, N is the angle of torsion,  is the radius and  is the central angle corresponds to the curve element. It is assumed the 
cross-section properties and material properties are constant along the beam. The shearing force O, bending moment PQ and the torsion moment PR are also shown in the Fig. 4. 
 
Fig. 4. The coordinates of the curved beam element 
The shear deformation was considered for the analysis of an infinitesimal element J in the 
curved beam, M can be expressed: 
M  S  T
TD  ND , (7)
where, U is the transverse shear angle. 
And twisting angle V can be calculated by: 
V = TNTD +
1

T

TD. (8)
Furthermore, the force-displacement relationship of the curve beam can be obtained from the 
following equations: 
OR = WXYS, (9)
PQ = −Z[Q \TMTD −
N
] = Z[Q \
N
 −
TM
TD], (10)
PR = −Z[^ T
_V
T_D + X[` \
TN
TD +
M
], (11)
ab = Z[^ TVTD, (12)
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where: Z is the Young’s modulus, X is the shear modulus; W is the shear correction factor, [Q  is 
the vertical bending moment of inertia, [`  is free torsion moment of inertia, [^  is polar moment of 
the cross-section and Y is the sectional area. 
Considering the homogeneous beam with infinite degrees of freedom, the dynamic equilibrium 
equations of the infinitesimal element of curved beam can be obtained, from its equilibrium 
condition listed below: 
TO
TD = cY
T_

T_ , (13)TPQ
TD = c[Q
T_M
T_ + OR −
PR
 , (14)TPR
TD = c[^
T_N
T_ +
PQ
 , (15)Tab
TD = −PR + X[` V, (16)
where: O  is the shearing force, PQ  is bending moment, PR  is torsion moment, ab  is double 
warping moment, V is warping angle and c is the mass per unit volume. 
The state vector of any point in the curve beam can be expressed as: 
I = {O , PQ , PR, ab , 
, M, N, V}f . (17)
Thus, Eqs. (7)-(17) can be expressed using matrixes: 
TI
TD = YI, 
(18)
where: 
Y =
g
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
i 0 0 0 0 −cY
_ 0 0 0
1 0 −
1
 0 0 −c[Q
_ 0 0
0
1
 0 0 0 0 −c[^ 
_ 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 X[`
−
1
WXY 0 0 0 0 1
D
 0
0 −
1
Z[Q
0 0 0 0
1
 0
1
WXY 0 0 0 0 −
1
 −
D
_ 1
0 0 0
1
Z[^ 0 0 0 0 j
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
l
. 
The general solution of Eq. (18) can be settled as: 
ID = mnRI, (19)
where, I is a constant matrix in the solution. 
The curved beam can be divided into many infinitesimal elements, with the length of ΔD, and 
then Dp can be expressed as: 
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Dp = qΔD,			q  1, 2, 3, … ,	 (20)Dpu  Dp  ΔD.	 (21)
Then: 
IDpu  vbΔDIDp,	 (22)
where, vbΔD  mnwR. 
Based on the precise integration method of the exponential matrix (Sun J. P. 2009) [8]: 
vbΔD  mnwR  \mnwR_x ]_
x  mny_x ,	 (23)
where,   ΔD 2z⁄ , {  20. 
2.3.2. The transfer matrix of the support 
For the periodically supported track structure, the periodic support is simulated as double-layer 
mass-spring-damper system, in which rail pad and sleeper pad are both modeled as spring-damper 
element, the sleeper is modeled as concentrate mass between the rail pad and sleeper pad. The 
double-layer support is calculated as a spring-damper element, as shown in Fig. 5, of which the 
composite stiffness q| can be expressed as: 
q|  q} ⋅ q^ P^_q}  q^ P^_,	 (24)
where, q}, q^, q are the stiffness of rail pad, sleeper pad and subgrade, respectively. }, ^,  are 
the damping of rail pad, sleeper pad, and subgrade , respectively P^ is the sleeper mass. 
 
Fig. 5. The spring-damper element under the curved beam 
Considering an infinitesimal element of the curved beam on the support as shown in Fig. 5, 
the state vectors of the two sides of the infinitesimal element are defined as follows. 
The left side: 
Ib  dOb , PbQ , PbR , ab , 
b , Mb, Nb , Vbef .	 (25a)
While the right side: 
Ib  dOb , PbQ , PbR , ab , 
b , Mb, Nb , Vbef .	 (25b)
According to on the continuity requirements: 

b  
b ,			Mb  Mb ,			Nb  Nb ,			Vb  Vb ,				Ob  Ob  q^&%%%}
b , PbQ  PbQ ,			Pb  Pb ,			ab  ab ,	 (25c)
where, q^&%%%}  is the composite stiffness of the sleeper that was simplified as spring-damper 
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element. Eq. (25) can be expressed as: 
Ib = vIb , (26)
where: 
v =
g
hh
hh
hh
i1 0 0 0 −q^&%%%} 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1j
k
k
k
k
k
k
l
. 
2.3.3. Initial state vector of the curved beam under unit load 
1) Unit load between two sleepers. 
As shown in Fig. 6, the state vectors of the double sides of the curve beam element are defined 
as I and I for the left side and for the right side, respectively. 
Based on transfer matrix, I can be calculated as: 
I = vbΔDI , (27)
I − I = . (28)
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Mechanical analysis of the beam element Fig. 7. Mechanical analysis of the beam element  
with support 
2) Unit load on the sleeper: 
−O + O + 1 = ^ &%%%} = q^&%%%}, (29)
I = vbΔDI , (30)
where, vbΔD = vbΔD/2vvbΔD/2. 
Thus the state vector can be settled, as shown in Fig. 7. With the initial state variables and the 
transfer function of the curved beam settled, the dynamic response of the periodically supported 
curved track structure under the moving load can be solved. 
3. Model validation 
Based on the mathematical model described above, the calculation program is developed. In 
order to validate this model, the rail dynamic responses were calculated and compared with a 
special case from the literature review. Furthermore, assembled with a well proved vehicle/track 
interaction model, the rail dynamic response was calculated and compared with the measurement 
data collected from Beijing metro. 
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3.1. Model validation based on previous research 
Yang Y. B. (2001) [6] proposed an analytical model to calculate the vibration of simple 
supported curved beam subjected to moving load, as shown in Fig. 8. In order to validate the 
model in this paper, the example was recalculated with the same input data as below. 
 
Fig. 8. Simple supported curved beam 
Where, the properties of beam cross section, 	  5 m,    1.8 m,  Y    9 m_,  [R   12⁄  2.43	m4, [Q   12⁄  18.75	m4, )  [R  [Q  21.18	m4, the length of beam   24 m,  the subtended angle M  30°  π/6, the radius   45.84	m,  Young’s modulus  Z  32.3×109	N/m2,  the Poisson ratio S  0.2,  shear modulus X  Z 21  S⁄ ,  load    9.8×29.9×103	N, moving speed   40	m/s, and damping `  0. 
As shown in Fig. 9, the mid-span vibration displacement of the simple supported curved beam 
under moving load is obtained based on the solution developed above. 
  
Fig. 9. Displacement response of the simple 
supported beam 
Fig. 10. Calculated results by Yang Y. B. (2001) 
As shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, it is proved that the calculated displacement response has good 
agreement with the example given by Yang Y. B. (2001) [6], which confirms the reliability of the 
presented solution. 
3.2. Model validation based on measurement data 
3.2.1. Assembling the vehicle and CBSML model  
In order to further verify the application of the CBSML model, a calibrated vehicle model 
[9-11] (Fig. 11) was employed into the assembled model to simulate the vertical moving loads on 
the curved rail. To assemble the vehicle model with CBSML model, Hertz wheel/rail contact 
model (Fig. 12) is used and the array of the moving load on the rail beam is shown in Fig. 13. 
The calculation input data of vehicle model are listed in Table 1, while in the track structure 
model, q} 	4.2 MN/m, } 	0.05 MN·s/m, train speed  	50 km/h, and radii of the curve    400 m.  
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Fig. 11. Vehicle model 
 
Fig. 12. Wheel/Rail Hertz contact model 
 
Fig. 13. Array of train loads on the rail beam 
Table 1. Parameters of vehicle model 
Items Symbol Unit Value 
Mass of carriage P$  t 35.0 
Carriage mass moment of inertia $  tm2 1700 
Length of carriage   m 19 
Mass of bogie P8  t 4.60 
Bogie mass moment of inertia 8  tm2 9.62 
Bogie stiffness  W8  kN/m 2080 
Bogie damping 8  kN∙s/m 240 
Space between wheels u  M 2.20 
Space between bogies _  M 12.6 
Wheel mass P  t 1.42 
Wheel stiffness  W  kN/m 2450 
Wheel damping    kN∙s/m 24 
3.2.2. Measurement setup 
A campaign of measurement was conducted to estimate the vibration isolation performance of 
different track forms at the beginning of opening in certain lines in Beijing metro. Therefore, the 
pass-by rail dynamic responses were collected when both the vehicle and track structure were in 
good condition. A sharp curve ( =	 400 m,  	 50 km/h) was selected as the control 
measurement section. The fastening systems were directly fixed on the concrete slab without 
sleeper. The design static stiffness of the fastening system is 4-8 MN/m, but the average static 
stiffness of 3 systems selected in random from this section is 4.2 MN/mm according to the 
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laboratory test. The detailed measurement condition is listed in Table 2. 
Table 2. Measurement condition of pass-by rail dynamic response 
Item  Value  
Radii of curve 400 m 
Static stiffness of fastener  4-8 MN/m 
Space of fastener 625 mm 
Track gauge 1435 mm 
Rail CHN 60 (GB 2585-2007): 60 kg/m 
Car marshalling 6 cars (T-M-T-M-M-T) 
Axle load 140 kN 
Wheel load  70 kN 
Bogies space  2.3 m 
Train speed at test site  50 km/h 
The accelerometer was mounted on the rail with a magnetic support in both vertical and lateral 
direction, as shown in Fig. 14. However, in this paper, only the vertical rail dynamic response was 
considered to demonstrate the calculation model. 
 
Fig. 14. Accelerometer mounting 
The experimental configuration for the vibration measurements consists of Lance-LC0123T 
piezoelectric accelerometers and INV3018C dynamic data acquisition system. The accelerometer 
has the sampling frequency between 0.2 and 11000 Hz, the sensitivity of 26.0 mV/g and the 
maximum measuring acceleration of 200 g. During the field measurement, the sampling frequency 
was setup to 5120 Hz, while the sampling distance is 0.625 Hz. The post-processing of the 
measured data in this paper was carried out in the software DASP, and Hanning window was taken 
into consideration. 
3.2.3. Result comparison 
Then the calculated dynamic response results are compared with the measurement data 
collected from Beijing metro (see Fig. 15) [12]. 
As shown in Fig. 15, it is observed that there are six wave vibration signals from the calculated 
time history, each of which corresponds to one car that passed-by. But in raw measurement data, 
it is hard to clearly distinguish the dynamic response of every car from the irregular signal. It could 
result from the different of actual axle loads, since the passengers distribute in different cars. 
However, certain degree of agreement was still observed between raw testing data and analytical 
results in terms of occurring time and magnitude of the vibration. 
Thus, in order to better interpret the testing data and further compare the testing and analytical 
results, the data was transformed to frequency domain since the frequency spectrum is more 
interpretable in the analysis of train/track interaction and the estimation of the level of vibration 
energy. In this study, the frequency spectrum is presented in the form of 1/3 octave band. 
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c) Frequency spectrum in 1/3 octave band 
Fig. 15. Vibration acceleration of curved track under moving train ( = 50 km/h,  = 400 m) 
From Fig. 15(c), it is clear that the calculated result shows the same tendency with 
measurement result, especially in the range of 0-25 Hz. As is hardly decayed along the transit path, 
the low frequency (0-25 Hz) train-induced vibration would cause ground vibration, which 
generates perceivable vibration and re-radiated noise that would discomfort the occupants in the 
nearby building. It is indicated that the analytical model could be used to predict the ground 
vibration problem induced by rail transit systems. 
Since the irregularities of track structure and roughness of wheel/rail contact surface were not 
considered in calculation model, differences were found in the range of 31.5-200 Hz. However, 
the tendency of both curves is similar and the accuracy of the model would be improved if the 
roughness of the wheel/rail contact surface is added to the model. 
4. Conclusions 
An analytical solution was derived for the out-of-plane vibration response of periodically 
supported curved Timoshenko beam subjected to moving loads. This study is aiming at providing 
a solution for rail dynamic response of curved rail thereby establish the relationship between the 
dynamic behaviour and rail corrugation. 
The analytical model for vibration of simple supported curved beam under moving load was 
validated based on results from previous research. Furthermore, in order to further validate the 
presented solution, a train/track dynamic model was introduced into the assembled model and the 
calculated results were compared with the measurement data collected from Beijing Metro. The 
comparison proved that the presented solution could provide accurate results and can be used in 
future studies. 
The advantage of the present approach is that it provides clear mechanism insights into the 
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various vibration phenomena induced by vehicles, in particular, the phenomena of resonance and 
cancellation, and allows us to identify the key parameters involved. 
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